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PREFERENTIAL GROWTH IN FeCoV/ThN MULTILAYERS

D. Clemens, Senthil Kumar M., P. Boni, M. Horisberger (PSI)

The preferential growth in Fe05OCo04SVO02/Ti:N multilayers was studied by X-ray diffraction. X-ray specular
reflectometry and subsequent simulation of the spectra was used to extract information about the
thicknesses and interface roughness of individual layers. The investigation gives structural information
about the material combination and its potential for the use of neutron polarizers.

Neutron polarizers from the magnetized
Fe050Co048V002/Ti:N system reflect neutrons with a spin
orientation parallel to the magnetization in the mirror
through the very high contrast in the neutron
scattering length psc, whereas for the opposite spin the
contrast is matched at p5C = 0 urn2 giving rise to
reflection from the substrate, only. Therefore, an
unpolarized neutron beam can be polarized efficiently
by reflection from a multilayer. The matching at
psc = 0 urn2 is achieved by loading Ti that has psc < 0
with a compensating amount of N.

Samples have been prepared in a DC magnetron
sputtering plant [1] using N2 flows f of f=0, 3.5, 5.0
and 6.5 seem and a constant flow of Ar at f = 12 seem.
For every f(N2) have been produced multilayers
according to the values in Tab. 1. Float glass served
as substrate. The stack has always been started with
a Ti layer.

Table 1: Produced Fe050Co04eV002/Ti:N multilayers.

repetion number

bilayer thickness

3

30 nm

7

20 nm

10

15 nm

20

10 nm

Sputtered thin metallic films are known to grow in
polycrystalline columns with a preferred orientation of
a crystallographic axis perpendicular to the surface.
The nitrogen loading gives rise to the formation of TiN
for f(N2) > 5 seem, that can be found in a cubic phase
with a preferred orientation parallel to [200]. It is
induces a FeCoV texture around the <200> direction.
At f=3.5 and 5 seem the diffraction spectra for
db, >10nm exhibit a (002) peak resulting from the
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Fig. 1: X-ray diffraction spectra of Fe050Co048V002/Ti:N
multilayers.

hexagonal oc-TiNo3o phase [2]. Contrary to the cubic
phase and similar to pure Ti this phase induces a
preferential growth of FeCoV along [110].
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Fig. 2: X-ray Bragg peaks of oriented TiN polycrystals
in Fe050Co048V002/Ti:N multilayers. The signal
has been normalized to the total layer
thickness.

We normalized the appearing Bragg intensities to the
total thickness of the polycrystalline material. The
correlation length parallel to q increases with
increasing layer thickness. With increasing N content
the normalized intensity of the peaks decreases.
Consequently, the mosaic spread would increase. The
effect of partial destruction of the crystallinity is
considered to give a smaller microroughness at the
interfaces. From the simulation of the reflectivity we
can deduce that an increase in /(N2) does not worsen
the rms interface roughness a which for our samples
is between 0.8 nm and 1.1 nm.

Our investigation of this series of multilayers shows
that in this composition multilayers of the same
structural quality can be produced by sputtering.
Nevertheless, interesting structural changes take
place when high amounts of N2 are added and/or the
individual layers are thinner than 10 nm. We observe
magnetostrictive effects in this system showing also
changes in the thickness regime of d < 10 nm. Further
experiments may reveal relations between the
structure and the stress in FeCoVYTLN multilayers.
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